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Images of
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Lars Seldén holds a PhD in Library and Information Science from Göte-
borg University and is a lecturer at the Swedish School of Library and
Information Science

This article reports on my involvement with a course-work project, which was run
concurrently with a research project of mine.1 The research project has been reported
in my dissertation.2 There was an interesting symbolic link between the two projects.3

The research project was in the field of user studies and dealt with the ways social
science researchers obtain information. The course-work project was in the area of
subject bibliography and had as its main ingredient an assignment, which dealt with
actual provision of research-relevant information to researchers in science and
technology. The main issue could be said to have been the efficiency of researchers’
information seeking activities and of librarians’ attitudes towards that efficiency.
Different images arose from practice, from literature, from research findings and
from students’ work. It is proposed

• that the research project helped students to look critically on earlier research
findings

• that students’ efforts in the course-work project contributed to an enhanced
and balanced understanding of researchers’ dealings with information and

• that there appeared differences in such dealings between researchers in the
social sciences and in science and technology.

The course-work project took place within a course, which was offered between 1990
and 1994. Curriculum reforms determined the beginning as well as the end.4 There
were antecedents to the project’s important assignment during the first two years, but
operations in their definite form started in the autumn of 1992 as a biannual event and
lasted until the course was discontinued. A few practices were recovered to another
course in the new curriculum.

The research project was at the same time at a point where ideas were evolving
and students’ response to them seemed to be attractive for further development.5
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There is some need to underline several favourable circumstances associated
with the course project. Assignments and research were closely related to each other
in the subject content of information seeking by and for researchers. Students and
teacher benefits coincided. Teacher interest, for good selfish reasons, in students’
remarks was at top level. From a reverse angle students’ reaction to being teased into
research problems was a raised interest. Educational sessions took advantage from
looks into certain aspects of the everyday life of an important customer group. We can
call it the use of empirical data. Different ways to throw theoretical light upon such
observed activities became the object of discussions. It is not the topic of this paper,
but the educational ideas influencing the formation of the course, were especially
concerned with the ways students experience learning.6

Physical conditions such as concentration in time and absence of interfering
activities were excellent for the course in question, thus creating a basis for a steady
focus. The ‘sacrifice’ in course content made during the period was to study other
likely user groups than researchers only theoretically. To sum up the educational
outcomes of the course experiment, the boost is that the main achievement was the
high level of interest invested in the course by students and teachers alike. The
research outcomes will be treated in more detail later in the paper.

The matter of curriculum development could merit a few words. The interaction
between research and education is such a development factor and the element of
experiencing satisfaction in this connection is not the least important issue. At a
curriculum development workshop held in Aberystwyth Wales in July 1977 Tom
Wilson drew attention to that very topic: the fun element of doing research for a
teacher.7 Would it be even possible to compromise subject content of courses for gains
in that direction: satisfaction and raised interest?

Course Details

The area of the course was reference literature and subject bibliography.8 Course
objectives were articulated as insights into reference work in different subject areas
as expected in research and special libraries. Implementation of the objectives
included at least the following elements. Plans and objectives for reference work;
market surveys: demands by users and their host organisations; criteria for evaluation
of source material; ways to structure and clarify knowledge areas including subjects
not familiar to the students; recognition of publishing particularities in such an area;
retrieval evaluation; studies of the user and the provider in reference encounters.

Apart from text-reading and seminar discussions, the main ingredient in the
course during the project period was an assignment of actual provision of research-
relevant information to the student’s ‘own’ chosen researcher, preferably in science
or technology – a sort of free-lance librarian or non-commercial broker situation.

The other assignment for the students was to map out the information situation
in another and contrasting area of knowledge formation, namely in the social sciences
or in the humanities.

The basic principles of mediation and other earlier mentioned operationalised
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course elements were studied theoretically with the help of Library and Information
Studies literature.9 The reasons for studying ‘the two cultures’ of C.P. Snow and the
history of science will be explained later in the paper.10

Each student produced a report on the entire exercise, that is the two assignments
as well as adequate references to the literature. That text was presented at a seminar
organised somewhat like a formal debate with a defendant and an opponent. The
written reports and the oral performances constituted the basis for the formal
examination.11

The Assignments

As part of the course work the students were required to undertake a main assignment,
which involved making contact with a particular researcher in a science or techno-
logy field. That researcher was their and solely their responsibility for the duration
of the course. There was no question of sharing a user between students.12

What has been said so far about the main assignment has been a correct
description of the outcome in practice but not of the actual formulation of the said
assignment. There was a point made in the assignment that the information provision
to a researcher was to take place within a subject that was unfamiliar to the students.
Few of the library students had a science or technology background. Hence many
subjects in those knowledge areas became much practised. A few students with a
science background instead approached humanist scholars or social scientists.
Unforeseen problems could arise out of that situation and exemptions had to be made.
There is a short comment on that issue in the last part of the paper.

The chosen researcher was interviewed on information habits, literature needs,
library visits etc. The students started to explore the researcher ’s subject in a narrow
as well as in a broad sense. The narrow outlook consisted of the researcher ’s interest,
while the other perspective consisted of the specific research problem’s position
within an established area of knowledge formation. The established area was often
the starting point for looking for its information structure and its accessibility. One
of the mediation tasks especially stressed was to look at the subject structure from a
library indexing point of view as well as from an intra-disciplinary angle. Those
contrasting points were also encouraged for ‘the other ’ assignment.

The library students’ understanding of an unfamiliar subject is an interesting
conception. We (students and teachers) tried to look upon it from various angles.
There were the library horizons of subject representation and retrieval – the
cataloguer and reference librarian positions. There was furthermore the more
difficult task of understanding how the researcher perceived her/his own subject area.
The common effort to try to solve the problems was to study the history of the subject:
its ideas, its accumulations of learning, its subdivisions into specialities. The idea
underlying this effort was the notion that a meta level understanding of a subject could
make up considerably for the lack of explicit understanding of actual concepts within
the subject. In addition – the measure to study the history of a subject is, if not easy,
at least readily available to undertake. In the light of history, library traditions –
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especially in classification – often explained themselves even when they were in
contradiction with actual researcher practices or views. The researchers’ positions
also usually stood out more clearly as they became illuminated by the evolution of
ideas. Common textbooks on the history of learning guided students to more
specialised material.13 Encyclopaedias often proved helpful.

Information seeking was performed according to the wishes of the researcher
supplemented with the students’ own imagination and with the students’ need to
understand the context. The result of the searches and the paths to find them were
presented to the researchers, who were encouraged to comment upon them.

From written evaluations by some of the researcher interviewees there could be
observed variations in the usefulness of the material provided for them by the
students. Often articulated, as being especially gratifying for the researchers, was the
possibility to discuss at length their research problems, and the special informational
aspect of them, with someone professionally interested who had set aside enough
time. The interviews may have lasted an hour and the mere act had clarifying aspects
for the researchers themselves. The time factor seems to have been important for an
element of something in the vicinity of a personal relationship. If such a relation did
not occur for some reason or another, the sheer time consumption seems to have been
a problem for a few researchers. The issue of making customer contact and keeping
it was very plain for the students as each and everyone had to master it on at least two
occasions.

The other assignment, in a subject very well known to the students, was to
structure information, bibliographically clarify and otherwise spell out peculiarities
important or interesting for library and information studies purposes. Some students
with an acute service ambition, a social interest or just satisfied with the learning
style, used the opportunity, though not requested, to make a researcher contact in that
field as well, which often resulted in a balanced report with interesting contrasts and
even troubling statements. As can be deduced from what has been said, an important
course objective was to make contrasts and similarities apparent for students to draw
conclusions for future accomplishment.

An Image of Researchers’
Shortcomings and Lethargy

There is, I think, typically an experience of an everyday kind where a librarian in an
academic or special library wonders why the availability of that wonderful smörgås-
bord of in-house information services is not more exploited by the defined and
targeted groups, researchers and other professional staff. There is the Newton
metaphor of the researcher standing on the shoulders of giants and also the systematic
presentation by Kuhn regarding the accumulation of research that would make it
generally reasonable for the research profession to avoid reinventing the wheel. In the
Library and Information Studies literature there are poignant formulations of user
shortcomings. Social scientists have been especially favoured as a target, but they
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have not been the only ones. Line had doubts already in 1969, Meadows dealt lashes
to the scientists in 1974, and Brittain underlined the doubts of 1969 in the 1980-ies.
I would like to quote them all for being so explicit. First Line in dealing with the
INFROSS project:

It still remains to be established that there is an information problem in the social
sciences, or that, if there is, it is of any magnitude. It is certainly true that many,
perhaps most, social scientists do not show any great awareness of a problem.
Scientific journals occasionally carry articles or editorials on the question of
information and its provisions; social science journals very rarely. The prelimi-
nary interviews with social scientists conducted for our Investigation have shown
a degree of contentment that very few scientists exhibit.14

There is a question, which follows naturally: What about scientists’ contentment?
Here is the not so good news according to Meadows in 1974:

We can reasonably end this chapter by emphasising again the tendency towards
literature-phobia in scientists. As a group, scientists tend neither to use all the
bibliographical aids available nor to consult with professional librarians about
their information needs. There is indeed, some evidence that the more creative a
scientist is, the less likely he is to seek assistance from library staff. The phobia
seems to be worse amongst pure scientists than amongst applied scientists or
technologists, and this, no doubt, represents yet another example of the differ-
ences in both formal and informal communication between these groupings.
Following on from this first phobia comes yet another – the general dislikes
scientists have of expending any great effort on the acquisition of information
from the literature. One of the firmest conclusions of information usage surveys
seems to be, indeed, that the intrinsic value of an information channel has little,
or no, bearing on the frequency with which it is used. The important factor is
always its accessibility. This must reflect, in part, the relatively moderate interest
of many scientists in the literature. If it were not for the problem of priority, a
considerable number of scientists would rather duplicate a result than hunt it
down in the literature. Here we have one of the major reasons why attempts to
forestall duplication by enhancing information retrieval capabilities are seldom
highly successful.

It will be noted that the previous paragraph referred throughout only to the
literature, that is to formal channels. Scientists are, on the contrary, often willing
to travel many thousands of miles for a few days of personal contact with other
scientists. In other words, they seem to be prepared to expend a good deal more
effort in their search for informal communication. Additional factors are involved
here: for example, a much-travelled scientist acquires a certain amount of kudos
from his travels. Besides, many of the colleagues visited by British scientists live
in less perverse climates than ours. Nevertheless, we are forced to conclude that
many scientists regard personal discussion as the essence of scientific commu-
nication.15

In 1980 Persson was apt to agree with Meadows’ ideas on researchers’ travels and
their lack of use of bibliographic means, while stressing the importance of informal
communication.16 Brittain had worked with Line in Bath in the years around 197017

and his dealings with social scientists since then seem to have been extremely
frustrating:
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It came as quite a surprise to early investigators of the information needs of social
scientists that there was such a great resistance to the use of secondary services,
and other information services, that have existed for a long time. It also came as
a surprise that social science practitioners rarely make use of the vast quantities
of social science documents that could reasonably be expected to be of some
relevance. […] Information providers pointed out the advantages of coming
across information through the systematic use of information services, that users
would not otherwise know about. […] Information providers also suggested that
these early studies of the information requirements pointed to the very urgent need
for user education in the use of libraries and secondary services.

These suggestions have met with little success. Social science researchers
and academics on the one hand, and social science practitioners on the other,
continue to demonstrate a good deal of resistance to the use of conventional
bibliographical and library services, and indeed in many instances to the use of
the primary literature.

[…] the average social scientist makes relatively little use of secondary
information services. For the most part, information-seeking is neither systematic
nor extensive. Social science practitioners continue to remain almost totally
ignorant of the vast amount of social science research, writing and data that is
potentially of interest, use and value.

As it is information providers can take comfort from the fact that social
science is often parochial, that social scientists are for the most part undemanding
of library and information services, and that social science knowledge is not like
scientific knowledge in the sense that each generation of researchers and writers
provide building blocks upon which the next generation must rely if it proposes
to make progress.

It is becoming evident that there are fundamental differences in knowledge
production between social sciences, science and technology.18

A variation of the theme is the Olaisen one on the nonimportance of librarians’
suggestions from 1984:

Another part of the library service is how important recommendations from the
library staff are for the discovery and locating of documents. Table 2.24 shows the
lack of satisfaction with the library staff. […] The conclusion is, however, clear:
very few in any discipline or field rated the recommendations from the library staff
as very important, and a majority in all disciplines and fields looked upon these
recommendations as not important or did not use them.19

Still another variation is the Lönnquist one from 1988 regarding humanist scholars.
The search procedure was considered important as a research element and there was
no possibility that an outsider like a librarian could be trusted to carry out such
business.20

From the quotations above there is adequate proof that it is possible to find an
ample amount of references regarding researchers avoiding libraries and their
professionals. These same researchers seem also, and especially, to avoid secondary
sources and information seeking of a formal kind. There are also hints at their, or at
least their desire of, shying away from the primary literature. They like and they gain
from meeting each other, even at the expense of extensive travelling.

The two variations, quoted last, lead us however over to another image altogether.
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The following presentation of the project on researchers’ obtaining information is
very short and does not represent the final analysis. That would have been anachro-
nistic in relation to the course-work project. The final publication is another story –
expected in the near future.

An Image of Information Seeking
in Research Practice

The early stages of my research experience on researchers’ ways of acquiring
information left some puzzling impressions; some of them in tuning with Line,
Brittain and Lönnqvist, but there were some ostensible inconsistencies in the
evidence. They were shying libraries, but that was not the whole story. In their pursuit
of information researchers appeared to have a tendency of finding ways around
libraries and their hardworking professionals. Such was the case even regarding
document delivery, the only consolation for librarians being that commercial com-
petitors performed even worse in that respect. In contrast, members of the research
community provided primary texts promptly and either at no cost or for some item
in exchange. Researchers shunned the rules and other bureaucratic obstacles that
typified libraries. One of the senior researchers interviewed turned out to be an
outspoken person. Polite euphemisms of other researchers could be interpreted in
consequence. For instance the word ‘hardworking’ when connected with reference
staff could be considered to be the equivalent of unresponsive service and problems
in management priorities. The recently mentioned senior researcher could also
demonstrate the inflexibility in library service levels at a seminar meeting by
confronting the managing librarian present. No extra service for extra pay could be
granted. Equality in service to customers was a priority. The power libraries exercised
over sources needed and the corresponding lack of control by researchers seemed to
be another particular nuisance.

In some contradiction there also seemed to be a view of libraries as treasuries or
temples, full of researchers’ works, which is in keeping with Lönnqvist’s findings; but
these treasuries were viewed as establishments that had to be avoided at least in so
far as their operations were concerned.

Meadows and Brittain had reported on the avoidance of primary literature and
reading. Interestingly there were no signs of that – on the contrary. There were,
however, indications that seniority meant rationalisations in reading. Long expe-
rience in a field made you swiftly distinguish old stuff from new. Secondary services
had their public, but they were sometimes incompletely understood and mostly
ignored. References to conversations and to the importance of conferences were in
a throng. There were other findings, which I will not continue to describe. Instead
there are some quotations below of the views of Stephen Stoan. The findings proved
to support his views and the priority is his, though the findings were made independ-
ently. The contribution in this respect has been to provide empirical data to support
his purely theoretical way of reasoning.
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In two journal articles in 1984 and in 1991 respectively Stoan has contributed
to the understanding of research and researchers’ use of libraries. Interestingly
his interpretations are made entirely on the basis of earlier research (not his own)
and so he has produced a synthesis. He draws on the works of sociologists of
knowledge like Kaplan, Polanyi, and Ravetz. No doubt he has in his professional
position as for instance head of reference been able to make his own observations,
and his own experiences as a scholar in history has certainly also contributed, even
if he does not speak of these. A number of selected quotations will convey what I
mean:

[...] footnotes, personal recommendations from other scholars, serendipitous
discovery, browsing, personal bibliographic files, and other such techniques that
involve no formal use of access tools account for the great majority of citations
obtained by scholars. [...]

The subject literature, after all, forms a vast bibliographic apparatus indexed
by subject, according to the book or article in which footnotes appear, and
analyzed in considerable detail, for a footnote may cite information contained in
a single paragraph or sentence from an entire article or book.

[...] the primary literature indexes itself and does so with greater com-
prehensiveness, better analytics, and greater precision than does the secondary
literature. [...]

In following the footnotes and often annotated bibliographies incorporated
into the primary literature, researchers are obtaining professional guidance from
other experts, who are placing citations within an intellectual framework that
reveals their relative value and interrelates the parts to a whole. Raw facts devoid
of interpretation are meaningless. Information, until worked into some kind of
theory or hypothesis that seeks to make sense of it, is meaningless. It is the action
of the human mind that converts information into knowledge, and it is knowledge,
not simply information, that scholars are seeking. [...]

Undergraduate and graduate students who are unable to operate with the
broad knowledge and solid bibliographic base of research scholars, can find
library skills valuable in initiating their first timid efforts at “research”.21

The more important scientists in a field have particularly well developed
informal communication networks. They are the people who obtain large grants,
invite others to share research projects with them, serve as officers on important
scholarly organizations and as editors of leading journals, referee grant propos-
als and journal manuscripts, organize symposia, select students for admission to
graduate school, write recommendations for other people’s research proposals
and so on.22

[...] the researcher must somewhere make an informed judgement that he
must cease gathering data and commit ideas to paper, even though there may still
be much unexploited data of whose existence he is unaware.23

Condensing Stoan would result in something like this: Researchers do most of their
information gathering using informal techniques that cause them to bypass the formal
apparatus of the secondary literature or consult it only on occasion. For scholarly
purposes, indexing systems leave much to be desired. Efforts at education have so far
failed to bring about a change in the behaviour of researchers and are unlikely to do
so in the future.

From here it is convenient to proceed from the teacher-produced image to the
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students produced image. Impressions from the image we are leaving may seem to
be somewhat discouraging prospects for a promising future librarian in a research
environment.

The Image Produced by LIS Students

During the recruitment of the researchers for our project very few of those in a leading
position were included for interviews by library students. Among those selected the
level of seniority varied considerably between subjects.

The gratification experienced by many researchers regarding the extended
information search interview has already been mentioned. Another gratification
rather distant from the information seeking business but still worth mentioning, was
the pleasure of one guest researcher of being able to speak about his search and
research problems in his mother tongue with an interested Swedish library student,
this not being the case with the research colleagues. Did the project then have help
from what was perhaps only a pleasant break in some tedious work? This is said as
an ingress to bias considerations.

Regarding bias, some interesting remarks can be made. All interviews have been
carried out by students with the sole interest of learning something useful and
producing a paper about it, which could pass the teacher ’s Argus-eye for approval.
There is some indication that a researcher may have censored negative remarks on
libraries in general and regarding a student’s performance in particular. A short-term
personal relationship between researcher and student came to being and which could
have had some effect in that direction. Researchers may have been interested in the
issue that future librarians were keen on resolving researchers’ problems. In fact
several researchers expressed, directly to me, their satisfaction with the educational
objectives of the project. As a consequence they may have reacted sympathetically
with regard to students’ performances. They may also have found it unwise to express
much censure at the beginning of a promising career.

Each student paper represents only a minute piece of research within Library and
Information Studies. However, together they could form a foundation for some
understanding of information behaviour within the subject area represented by the
researchers. Not only do the papers form that foundation; all of them have been under
peer review through the eyes of a fellow student with a similar experience and
understanding. They have all been subjected to critical seminar discussions with
about twenty pairs of such eyes present at the same time. The brief summary
presented below relates mainly to researchers in science and technology of whom
only a few are in leading positions. While the upper echelon is excluded, seniority
varies; the tendency is towards greater representation of the lower ranks, including
juniors. While no calculation of the female/male representation was made, the
impression is that there were fewer women than men interviewed and perhaps that
there was some overrepresentation of women as compared to the researcher popula-
tions in question.
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In summary the conclusions can be stated as follows:

• There was a particular dependence on primary literature.

• There was a great need for monitoring news.

• There was a great dependence on secondary sources, especially from databa-
ses and from the web.

• Help to search databases, rather than net searches, was welcome.

• Lengthy conversations regarding the research problem and its information
consequences were more than welcome.

• A favourable attitude towards the delegation of at least some information
related problems in research work to professionals also on a regular basis
could be noticed.

• Library antagonism was not perceptible. (Bias considerations could modify
that conclusion to some small extent.)

The above conclusions are less in line with results by Meadows but more in tune with
some observations by Fjällbrant, who incidentally has had access to the same type of
sources as the students.24

Two brief comments: The dependence on secondary sources could be understood
as a dependence more on means for formally oriented information seeking in general,
than on library oriented information seeking in particular. There could exist a
resource problem in keeping up to date but hardly an information seeking one in
monitoring known web sites.

One indication from ‘the other’ assignment carried out by students is that re-
searchers in the social sciences and in the humanities are in a different situation as
compared with scientists. That is consistent with Line’s belief and sustained by
findings from my own research project. In the cases where Library and Information
Studies students met a researcher from her or his former own subject of study, the
situation could evolve satisfactorily from a social point of view. There ensued,
however, at least some hints of disbelief regarding the usefulness of information
seeking help from the library profession. If so, they are in accordance with Lönn-
qvist’s findings.25 Another indication is that considerable mutual distrust could arise
from a situation where Library and Information Studies students with a science
background met humanist scholars or social scientists. Associations to Snow and his
ideas of the two cultures were not far away and other studies inspired by him gave
advice on some of the consequences to discuss in seminar sessions.26

Contrasting images may cause some confusion with students and are well worthy
of a thorough academic discussion. To harmonise conflicts will not be a benefit to
clarification. To study backgrounds and possible causes may augment students’
ability to perceive and articulate distinctions. Experience and academic capital of this
kind could contribute considerably to professional performance.
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